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Abstract 
Background: Motivational and behavioral models of adjustment to chronic pain make different 
predictions about change processes, which can be tested in longitudinal analyses.  
Methods: We examined changes in motivation, coping and acceptance among 78 men with chronic 
hemophilia-related joint pain. Using cross-lagged regression analyses of changes from baseline to 6 
months as predictors of changes from 6 to 12 months, with supplementary structural equation 
modelling, we tested two models in which motivational changes influence behavioral changes, and one 
in which behavioral changes influence motivational changes.  
Results: Changes in motivation to self-manage pain influenced later changes in pain coping, consistent 
with the motivational model of pain self-management, and also influenced later changes in activity 
engagement, the behavioral component of pain acceptance. Changes in activity engagement influenced 
later changes in pain willingness, consistent with the behavioral model of pain acceptance.  
Conclusions: Based on the findings, a combined model of changes in pain self-management and 
acceptance is proposed, which could guide combined interventions based on theories of motivation, 
coping and acceptance in chronic pain. 
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Introduction 
Models of adjustment to chronic pain emphasize either motivational or behavioral processes as 
drivers of change. The change processes involved in three such models are illustrated in Fig. 1. In the 
motivational model of pain self-management, motivation to self-manage changes first, and this then 
influences coping and other self-management behaviors (Jensen et al., 2003a). There is evidence of 
concurrent associations between motivation to self-manage and coping (Jensen et al., 2003b, 2004), but 
no longitudinal tests to our knowledge of the model’s key prediction that motivational changes 
influence later changes in coping behaviors. The first aim of the present study was therefore to test 
whether changes in motivation to self-manage influence later changes in pain coping and other self-
management behaviors. 
 
Figure 1. Change processes in three models of adjustment to chronic pain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pain acceptance is increasingly recognized as a key process in improved adjustment to chronic 
pain. It involves a motivational dimension ranging from ‘controlling pain’ to ‘pain willingness’ and a 
behavioral dimension ranging from ‘pain costs’ to ‘engagement in activities other than pain control’ 
(Lauwerier et al., 2015). Pain willingness involves accepting that trying to avoid or control pain can be 
counter-productive, and activity engagement involves continuing with life activities in spite of pain. Both 
elements are measured by the Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ) (McCracken et al., 2004). 
The behavioral model of pain acceptance emphasizes behavioral change as the driver in 
processes leading to improved adjustment. This model is based on acceptance and commitment therapy 
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C. The motivational model of pain acceptance (Kranz et al., 2010) 
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(ACT), which focuses on the context and function of behavior (Hayes, 2004, 2006); “The focus of ACT for 
chronic pain is on assisting pain sufferers to engage in a flexible and persistent pattern of values-
directed behavior while in contact with continued pain and discomfort” (Vowles et al., 2014, p. 390).  
This model predicts that behaviors change first, which then leads to changes in motivation or 
attitude, so changes in activity engagement should influence subsequent changes in pain willingness. For 
example, a cross-sectional cluster analysis identified a group with high scores for activity engagement 
and low scores for pain willingness, but no group with the opposite pattern, suggesting that “activity 
engagement is necessary but not sufficient for pain willingness” (Vowles et al., 2008, p. 289). 
The motivational model of pain acceptance emphasizes motivational change as the driver of 
change. It is based on self-regulatory theory, which focuses on disengagement from blocked goals and 
re-engagement with more adaptive goals (Lauwerier et al., 2015). This involves disengaging from the 
goals of controlling or avoiding pain, and re-engaging with other goals and activities (Van Damme et al., 
2008), which requires a motivational shift “from symptom reduction to valued living” (Wicksell et al., 
2009, p. 760).  
This model predicts that motivation changes first, which then leads to changes in behaviors, so 
changes in pain willingness should influence subsequent changes in activity engagement. For example, 
in a cross-sectional study, the influence of pain willingness on positive affect was mediated by activity 
engagement, suggesting that change in pain acceptance was “an attitudinal–behavioural process” and 
“a sequence leading from pain willingness (which primarily terminates negative affect) to activity 
engagement (which additionally produces positive affect)” (Kranz et al., 2010, p. 1024). From that 
perspective, the cluster of people with high scores for activity engagement and low scores for pain 
willingness reported by Vowles et al. (2008) “might have taken the second step towards pain acceptance 
(i.e., activity engagement) before the first one (i.e., pain willingness) – which might have let them 
stumble, so to speak” (Kranz et al., 2010, p. 1024). 
The behavioral and motivational models of pain acceptance therefore make different 
predictions about how changes in pain willingness and activity engagement should influence one 
another, and the second aim of the present study was to test those predictions. We therefore tested 
three hypotheses based on the models illustrated in Fig. 1: 
1. Changes in motivation to self-manage pain influence later changes in pain coping and self-
management behaviors. 
2. Changes in activity engagement influence later changes in pain willingness.  
3. Changes in pain willingness influence later changes in activity engagement. 
 
Methods 
Overview 
The study is a secondary analysis of longitudinal data from people with hemophilia, a condition 
in which repeated bleeding into joints leads to arthropathy and chronic joint pain (Riley et al., 2011; 
Witkop et al., 2012), causing similar suffering and impairments as in other chronic pain conditions 
(Humphries & Kessler, 2015, 2016). In the primary study, participants were all sent a booklet and DVD 
about chronic joint pain. The booklet gave information about types of pain, the impact of pain, pain 
medications, and the benefits of activity and exercise. The DVD featured people with hemophilia talking 
about their experiences of living with joint pain. The booklet and DVD were designed as motivational 
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materials to increase readiness to self-manage chronic pain. They did not give instruction in skills or 
techniques, and were posted to participants with no personal contact or interaction with health 
professionals as part of the study. 
One group was sent both the booklet and DVD at baseline, the other was sent the booklet at 
baseline and the DVD after six-month follow-up. This design allowed the impact of the DVD to be 
assessed at six months, and both groups to be combined for longitudinal analysis at 12 months. At six-
month follow-up, the DVD increased readiness to self-manage pain, but had no effect on coping or 
acceptance (Elander et al., 2011). Baseline and six-month data showed that changes rather than 
baseline values were the best predictors of improved outcomes (Elander et al., 2013). The present 
analysis therefore focused on the effects of changes from baseline to six months on changes from six to 
12 months, using cross-lagged panel analyses to test specific causal sequences. 
  
Participants 
The initial sample comprised 209 men with hemophilia who began the primary study described 
above. The inclusion criteria were diagnosed hemophilia, age over 18 years, and giving consent to take 
part. The exclusion criteria were serious co-occurring medical conditions or not giving consent. Ages 
ranged from 20 to 84 years with a mean of 49.5 years (SD 12.8 years). There were 165 (78.9%) with 
hemophilia A and 39 (18.7%) with hemophilia B (in five cases hemophilia type was not known). There 
were 70 (33.5%) with mild or moderate hemophilia and 132 (63.2%) with severe hemophilia (in seven 
cases hemophilia severity was not known). There were 97 (46.4%) who received the booklet and DVD at 
baseline (group 1), and 112 (53.6%) who received the booklet at baseline and the DVD after six-month 
follow-up (group 2). 
The present study sample comprised 78 men who remained in the primary project to 12-month 
follow-up, so the inclusion and exclusion criteria were as above with retention in the study as an 
additional inclusion criterion. Ages ranged from 26 to 81 years with a mean of 51.38 years (SD 12.52 
years). There were 62 (79.5%) with hemophilia A and 14 (17.9%) with hemophilia B (in two cases 
hemophilia type was not known). There were 27 (34.6%) with mild or moderate hemophilia and 49 
(62.8%) with severe hemophilia (in two cases hemophilia severity was not known). There were 43 
(55.1%) who received the booklet and DVD at baseline (group 1), and 35 (44.9%) who received the 
booklet at baseline and the DVD after six-month follow-up (group 2). 
Baseline descriptive statistics for the initial and present samples are given in Appendix 1. The 
two samples were very similar demographically and clinically. The present sample had lower baseline 
contemplation [mean 3.05 (SD 0.65)] than the remainder of the initial study sample [mean 3.25 (SD 
0.62), T(193) = 2.11, p = 0.036] but did not differ in age, hemophilia type or severity, or any other baseline 
measures. 
 
Measures 
Pain self-management – motivation and behavior 
The Pain Stages of Change Questionnaire (PSOCQ; Kerns et al., 1997) gives scores for four scales. 
Precontemplation measures motivation to self-manage pain, with higher scores indicating less perceived 
personal responsibility for pain control and less interest in adopting self-management. Contemplation 
measures consideration of behavioral changes associated with self-management of pain, and awareness 
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of personal responsibility for pain control. Action measures active involvement in learning self-
management strategies for pain control. Maintenance measures incorporation of self-management 
techniques into daily life. The PSOCQ scales have good reliability and validity, with internal reliability 
ranging from .77 to .88 and test–retest reliability from 0.74 to 0.86 (Kerns & Rosenberg, 2000; Kerns et 
al., 1997). However, scores for action and maintenance have been shown to be closely correlated, 
leading one review to conclude that they “largely assess the same phenomenon” (Dijkstra, 2005, p. 32), 
so a combined measure computed as the mean of action and maintenance was used for the data 
analysis. 
 
Pain coping 
The Haemophilia Pain Coping Questionnaire (HPCQ) is a 27-item measure of pain coping in 
hemophilia with three scales: active coping, passive adherence, and negative thoughts. In the present 
study only the active coping scale was used, which measures active cognitive and behavioral pain coping 
strategies, with higher scores indicating greater active pain coping. The psychometrics of this scale are 
good, with internal reliability of 0.80 and test–retest reliability of 0.70 (Elander & Robinson, 2008). 
 
Pain acceptance 
The Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ) is a 20-item scale with two subscales. 
Activity engagement measures engagement in activities when in pain, and pain willingness measures 
recognition that avoidance and control are often unworkable ways of living with chronic pain, with 
higher scores indicating greater acceptance in each case. The two subscale scores can be added together 
to give a total pain acceptance score. The subscales have good internal reliability; 0.82 for activity 
engagement and 0.78 for pain willingness (McCracken et al., 2004).  
 
Procedure 
All communication with participants was by post. After completing baseline questionnaire 
measures, all the participants were sent the information booklet and half, selected randomly, were also 
sent the DVD. Six months later, participants completed follow-up questionnaire measures and the DVD 
was then sent to all those who previously received only the booklet. At 12 months, participants again 
completed follow-up questionnaire measures. The research protocol was approved by the London 
Metropolitan University Research Ethics Committee (Ref FREC/PMIH01). 
 
Data analysis  
Mean values were substituted for missing values of items in the precontemplation, 
contemplation, action/maintenance, active coping, activity engagement and pain willingness scales if 
more than half the items in a scale at any one time point were non-missing, using the same method as 
previous analyses (Elander et al., 2011; 2013).  
The hypotheses were tested using cross-lagged panel analysis, a well-established method for 
testing causal sequences of change while controlling for the effects of key extraneous variance and 
ruling out reverse causal effects (Finkel, 1995; Kenny, 1975; 2014; Newsom, 2016). As illustrated in Fig. 
2, cross-lagged analyses test the effect of one factor at time 1 (A1 in Fig. 2) on a second factor at time 2 
(B2 in Fig. 2), controlling for the effects of autocorrelations (between the same variable at different 
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times) and synchronous correlations (between different variables at the same time). A reverse analysis 
then tests for any effect of the second factor at time 1 (B1 in Fig. 2) on the first factor at time 2 (A2 in Fig 
2). 
 
Figure. 2. The cross-lagged panel design. Note: A and B represent separate factors or processes; 1 and 2 
represent time points; lines a represent autocorrelations; lines b represent synchronous correlations; 
lines c represent cross-lagged correlations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross-lagged panel analyses following a standard procedure have frequently been used to test 
specific causal change processes during treatments for chronic pain (Burns et al., 1998, 2003a, 2003b, 
2005; Campbell et al., 2012; Evon & Burns, 2004; Glen & Burns, 2003). The present analyses followed 
the same standard procedure:  
1. Differences between mean scores at each time point were examined using repeated measures 
analysis of variance. 
2. ‘Early’ (baseline-to-6-month) and ‘later’ (6-to-12-month) residualized change scores were computed 
for each measure by regressing baseline scores onto 6-month scores and 6-month scores onto 12-
month scores. Variance attributable to baseline values is removed from residualized change scores, 
so they measure change independent of baseline values (Llabre et al., 1991). 
3. Cross-lagged correlations that corresponded to the hypotheses were examined. 
4. For cross-lagged correlations that were significant, two-step multiple regression analyses were used 
to test whether the cross-lagged effect was independent of the autocorrelation and synchronous 
correlation.  
5. If the cross-lagged regression analysis showed a significant independent effect, the reverse analysis 
was conducted to test for any reverse effect.  
For hypothesis 1, the effects of early changes in precontemplation and contemplation on later 
changes in active coping and action/maintenance were tested. 
For hypothesis 2, the effect of early change in activity engagement on later change in pain 
willingness was tested. 
A1
 
A2 
B1 B2 
a 
a 
b b 
c 
c 
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For hypothesis 3, the effect of early change in pain willingness on later change in activity 
engagement was tested. 
Five covariates were also included in all the regression analyses in addition to the autocorrelate 
and synchronous correlate: age, hemophilia severity, ‘group’ (whether participants received the DVD at 
baseline or after 6-month follow-up), and the baseline measures of the factors being tested as cause and 
effect. Predictor variables were added to the models in two steps: 1) the covariates plus the 
autocorrelate and synchronous correlate; 2) the hypothesized causal variable. We also conducted 
subgroup analyses to explore potentially different change processes among each group, following the 
same process of correlations followed by regression as in the main analyses, with the same covariates in 
each case.  
To supplement the regression analyses, we explored patterns of change using latent change 
analyses (Preacher et al., 2008) and assessed causal change processes by testing structural equation 
models (Kline, 2011). These all used unstandardized scores at each time point rather than residualized 
change scores, consistent with best practice for structural equation modeling (Kline, 2011, p. 459). 
However, both latent change analysis and structural equation modeling require at least 200 participants 
(Barrett, 2007; Preacher et al., 2008), so these analyses should be interpreted with caution and are 
presented in summary form with more information in Appendix 2. 
 
Results 
Among the 78 participants in the present sample, the numbers of missing values substitutions 
for each scale at baseline, 6-month and 12-month follow up respectively were: precontemplation 3, 1, 3; 
contemplation 4, 1, 2; action/maintenance 5, 4, 7; active coping 1, 2, 2; activity engagement 0, 4, 4; pain 
willingness 1, 4, 4. Alpha internal reliability coefficients for the scales at baseline, 6-month and 12-
month follow-up respectively were: precontemplation 0.78, 0.80, 0.76; contemplation 0.84, 0.84, 0.82; 
action/maintenance 0.87, 0.87, 0.88; active coping 0.82, 0.83, 0.84; activity engagement 0.80, 0.82, 
0.85; pain willingness 0.76, 0.81, 0.81. 
Table 1 shows mean values and tests of early (baseline vs. six months) and later (six vs. 12 
months) changes. From baseline to six months, active coping increased significantly, but there were no 
significant changes from six to 12 months. For pain acceptance total there was a marginally significant 
increase from baseline to six months [F(1, 76) = 2.77, p = 0.100], and for pain willingness there was a 
marginally significant increase from baseline to 12 months [F(1, 76) = 3.80, p = 0.055]. There were no 
significant effects of group or time x group. 
The correlations among change scores are shown in table 2. In both early and later periods there 
were significant positive synchronous correlations between changes in contemplation and 
action/maintenance, and between changes in action/maintenance and active coping. In both periods 
there were also significant negative synchronous correlations between changes in contemplation and 
pain willingness. In the later period but not the first, there were significant positive synchronous 
correlations between changes in action/maintenance and activity engagement, and between changes in 
active coping and activity engagement. In the later period there was also a significant negative 
synchronous correlation between changes in contemplation and acceptance total.
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Table 1. Mean values and tests of differences between time points 
 
 Baseline mean  
(SD [95% CIs]) 
F ratioa Six month mean  
(SD [95% CIs]) 
F ratiob 12 month mean  
(SD [95% CIs]) 
F ratioc 
Precontemplation 2.85 (0.71 [2.69, 3.02]) F=1.37 2.76 (0.72 [2.59, 2.93]) F=1.50 2.85 (0.67 [2.69, 3.00]) F=0.94 
Contemplation 3.08 (0.63 [2.93, 3.23]) F=0.11 3.06 (0.62 [2.92, 3.20]) F=1.06 3.01 (0.61 [2.87, 3.15]) F=0.89 
Action/maintenance 3.13 (0.60 [2.99, 3.27])  F=0.001 3.14 (0.58 [3.00, 3.27]) F=1.26 3.08 (0.61 [2.94, 3.22]) F=0.66 
Active coping 2.28 (1.12 [2.02, 2.54]) F=19.53*** 2.72 (1.10 [2.46, 2.97]) F=0.24 2.68 (1.08 [2.43, 2.93]) F=12.72*** 
Activity engagement 40.23 (10.75 [37.81, 42.66]) F=1.37 41.51 (10.04 [39.24, 43.77]) F=1.83 40.23 (10.67 [37.83, 42.64]) F=1.10 
Pain willingness 25.37 (9.08 [23.33, 27.42]) F=1.36 26.21 (9.31 [24.11, 28.31]) F=0.71 26.91 (8.93 [24.90, 28.92]) F=1.98 
Acceptance total 65.61 (16.51 [61.88, 69.33]) F=2.77 67.72 (14.75 [64.39, 71.04]) F=0.23 67.14 (15.54) [63.64, 70.65]) F=1.45 
 
Notes: 
a. F ratios comparing baseline and six-month values 
b. F ratios comparing six-month and 12-month values 
c. F ratios for overall comparison between baseline, six-month and 12- month values 
SD=standard deviation; CIs=confidence intervals 
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 
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Table 2. Correlations among residualized change scores 
 
1. Precontemplation early change 1.00          
2. Precontemplation later change -0.24* 1.00         
3. Contemplation early change 0.12 -0.23 1.00        
4. Contemplation later change -0.02 0.07 -0.10 1.00       
5. Action/maintenance early change -0.04 0.02 0.40** 0.11 1.00      
6. Action/maintenance later change -0.18 0.08 -0.19 0.24* -0.11 1.00     
7. Active coping early change -0.08 0.08 -0.05 0.06 0.25* -0.01 1.0    
8. Active coping later change -0.32** -0.02 0.07 0.04 0.12 0.33** -0.32** 1.0   
9. Activity engagement early change -0.08 -0.16 0.17 -0.02 0.14 -0.08 0.13 -0.15 1.0  
10. Activity engagement later change -0.31** 0.05 0.00 -0.12 -0.01 0.24* 0.12 0.23* -0.38** 1.0 
11. Pain willingness early change -0.23 -0.05 -0.34** -0.15 -0.19 0.02 0.07 0.02 -0.10 0.17 
12. Pain willingness later change -0.03 -0.20 0.21 -0.28* -0.11 -0.02 0.02 -0.11 0.23* -0.03 
13. Acceptance total early change -0.19 -0.13 -0.11 -0.10 -0.05 -0.07 0.14 -0.14 0.73** -0.24* 
14. Acceptance total later change -0.20 -0.08 0.20 -0.28* -0.09 0.16 0.10 0.09 -0.18 0.74** 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
 
Table 2 continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01 
11. Pain willingness early change 1.0   
12. Pain willingness later change -0.27* 1.0  
13. Acceptance total early change 0.58** -0.01 1.0 
14. Acceptance total later change -0.15 0.63** -0.27* 
 11 12 13 
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The synchronous correlations seemed to show that changes in pain willingness were related 
negatively to changes in contemplation, whereas changes in activity engagement were related positively 
to changes in active coping and action/maintenance. The synchronous correlations between changes in 
activity engagement and pain willingness were non-significant and close to zero (-0.10 and -0.03), so the 
two components of pain acceptance changed independently of one another.  
 
Hypothesis 1 
The predicted correlation between early change in precontemplation and later change in active 
coping was significant (r = -0.32, p < 0.01). Also, although not specifically predicted, the correlation 
between early change in precontemplation and later change in activity engagement was significant (r = -
0.31, p < 0.01), so that is potentially another example of motivational change influencing behavioral 
change. However the predicted correlation between early change in precontemplation and later change 
in action/maintenance was not significant.  
Regression analysis showed a significant effect of early change in precontemplation on later 
change in active coping, independently of the covariates, early change in active coping (the 
autocorrelate) and later change in precontemplation (the synchronous correlate). In the reverse 
analysis, there was no significant effect of early change in active coping on later change in 
precontemplation (Table 3). This supports hypothesis 1 and illustrates a motivational–behavioral change 
process in which changes in motivation led to subsequent changes in coping, consistent with Jensen et 
al.’s (2003a) model. 
Regression analyses also showed a significant independent effect of early change in 
precontemplation on later change in activity engagement, with no significant reverse effect of early 
change in activity engagement on later change in precontemplation (Table 4). This again seems to 
illustrate a motivational–behavioral change process in which motivational change led to subsequent 
behavioral change. 
We also tested those effects among each group. Among group 1, who received the DVD at 
baseline, the correlation between early change in precontemplation and later change in active coping 
was -0.39 (p = 0.013), and that between early change in precontemplation and later change in activity 
engagement was -0.075 (p = 0.64). Regression analysis showed a significant independent effect of early 
change in precontemplation on active coping (B = -0.480 [95% CIs -0.804, -0.156], step 2 ΔR2 = 0.179, p = 
0.005), and no significant reverse effect of early change in active coping on later change in 
precontemplation (B = 0.138 [95% CIs -0.300, 0.576], step 2 ΔR2 = 0.009, p = 0.525).  
Among group 2, who received the DVD at six months, the correlation between early change in 
precontemplation and later change in active coping was -0.277 (p = 0.138), and that between early 
change in precontemplation and later change in activity engagement was -0.578 (p = 0.001). Regression 
analysis showed a significant independent effect of early change in precontemplation on activity 
engagement (B = -0.375 [95% CIs -0.608, -0.141], step 2 ΔR2 = 0.263, p = 0.003), but also a marginally 
significant reverse effect of early change in activity engagement on later change in precontemplation (B 
= -0.298 [95% CIs -0.595, 0.000], step 2 ΔR2 = 0.113, p = 0.050). 
It therefore appeared that reductions in precontemplation had more effect on active coping 
among one group and more effect on activity engagement among the other. However, the subgroup 
regression analyses should be interpreted with caution because of the smaller sample size. One rule of 
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thumb for multiple regression is that n should be at least 50 plus the number of predictor variables 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996, p. 132). 
 
 
Table 3. Regression analysis testing early change in precontemplation as a predictor of later change in 
active coping 
 
 
Block and predictor variable 
 
B [95% CIs] 
 
SE B 
Step 
R
2
 
Step 
ΔR
2
 
P 
Step ΔR
2
 
 
Main analysis with later change in active coping as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age -0.027 [-0.048, -0.006] 0.010    
   Severity -0.201 [-0.516, 0.113] 0.157    
   Groupa 0.042 [-0.438, 0.522] 0.240    
   Baseline precontemplation 0.029 [-0.313, 0.372] 0.171    
   Baseline active coping 0.112 [-0.097, 0.321] 0.105    
   Early change in active copingb -0.384 [-0.639, -0.130] 0.127    
   Later change in precontemplationc -0.001 [-0.250, 0.247] 0.124 0.220 0.220 0.028 
Step 2      
   Early change in precontemplation -0.316 [-0.547, -0.084] 0.116 0.306 0.086 0.008 
 
Reverse analysis with later change in precontemplation as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age -0.002 [-0.023, 0.019] 0.011    
   Severity -0.008 [-0.327, 0.311] 0.160    
   Groupa -0.033 [-0.513, 0.448] 0.240    
   Baseline precontemplation 0.434 [0.106, 0.763] 0.164    
   Baseline active coping -0.049 [-0.262, 0.164] 0.106    
   Early change in precontemplationb -0.262 [-0.508, -0.016] 0.123    
   Later change in active copingc -0.120 [-0.369, 0.129] 0.124 0.163 0.163 0.126 
Step 2      
   Early change in active coping 0.081 [-0.196, 0.359] 0.139 0.168 0.005 0.560 
 
Notes: 
CIs=confidence intervals 
a. Coded 1=received DVD at baseline (group 1), 2=received DVD at six months (group 2) 
b. Autocorrelate 
c. Synchronous correlate 
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Table 4. Regression analyses testing early change in precontemplation as a predictor of later change in 
activity engagement 
 
 
Block and predictor variable 
 
B [95% CIs] 
 
SE B 
Step 
R
2
 
Step 
ΔR
2
 
P 
Step ΔR
2
 
Main analysis with later change in activity engagement as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age -0.015 [-0.031, 0.000] 0.008    
   Severity -0.055 [-0.295, 0.185] 0.120    
   Groupa -0.155 [-0.526, 0.216] 0.186    
   Baseline precontemplation 0.224 [-0.058, 0.506] 0.141    
   Baseline activity engagement 0.027 [0.009, 0.044] 0.009    
   Early change in activity engagementb -0.220 [-0.426, -0.013] 0.103    
   Later change in precontemplationc -0.081[-0.279, 0.118] 0.099 0.256 0.256 0.006 
Step 2      
   Early change in precontemplation -0.257 [-0.442, -0.071] 0.093 0.337 0.081 0.007 
 
Reverse analysis with later change in precontemplation as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age 0.000 [-0.021, 0.020] 0.010    
   Severity 0.031 [-0.266, 0.327] 0.148    
   Groupa -0.038 [-0.499, 0.423] 0.231    
   Baseline precontemplation 0.461 [0.123, 0.799] 0.169    
   Baseline activity engagement 0.006 [-0.018, 0.029] 0.012    
   Early change in precontemplationb -0.269 [-0.506, -0.031] 0.119    
   Later change in activity engagementc -0.159 [-0.465, 0.147] 0.153 0.158 0.158 0.120 
Step 2      
   Early change in activity engagement -0.251 [-0.507, 0.004] 0.128 0.207 0.049 0.054 
 
Notes to table 4: 
CIs=confidence intervals 
a. Coded 1=received DVD at baseline (group 1), 2=received DVD at six months (group 2) 
b. Autocorrelate 
c. Synchronous correlate 
 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 
The correlation predicted by hypothesis 2 between early change in activity engagement and 
later change in pain willingness was significant (r = 0.23, p = 0.04), but that predicted by hypothesis 3 
between early change in pain willingness and later change in activity engagement was not (r = 0.17, p = 
0.14). Regression analysis showed a significant independent effect of early change in activity 
engagement on later change in pain willingness (Table 5). This supports hypothesis 2 and illustrates a 
behavioral-motivational change process in which changes in activity engagement led to subsequent 
changes in pain willingness, consistent with the behavioral model of pain acceptance. However, in the 
reverse analysis, which is also a test of hypothesis 3, there was also a just significant effect of early 
change in pain willingness on later change in activity engagement. 
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The subgroup analyses showed that among group 1, the correlation between early change in 
activity engagement and later change in pain willingness was 0.201 (p = 0.196), and that between early 
change in pain willingness and later change in activity engagement was 0.288 (p = 0.061). Among group 
2, the correlation between early change in activity engagement and later change in pain willingness was 
0.243 (p = 0.160) and that between early change in pain willingness and later change in activity 
engagement was 0.055 (p = 0.755).   
 
Table 5. Regression analysis testing early change in activity engagement as a predictor of later change 
in pain willingness and early change in pain willingness as a predictor of later change in activity 
engagement 
 
  
B [95% CIs] 
 
SE B 
R
2
 
Step 
ΔR
2
 
P 
Step ΔR
2
 
Hypothesis 2: Later change in pain willingness as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age 0.013 [[-0.006, 0.032] 0.010    
   Severity 0.021 [-0.257, 0.300] 0.140    
   Groupa 0.082 [-0.340, 0.504] 0.211    
   Baseline activity engagement -0.009 [-0.031, 0.013 0.011    
   Baseline pain willingness 0.036 [0.011, 0.061] 0.013    
   Early change in pain willingnessb -0.302 [-0.514, -0.090] 0.106    
   Later change in activity engagementc 0.206 [-0.037, 0.450] 0.122 0.220 0.220 0.015 
Step 2      
   Early change in activity engagement 0.275 [0.062, 0.487] 0.106 0.290 0.071 0.012 
      
Hypothesis 3: Reverse analysis with later change in activity engagement as dependent variable 
Step 1      
   Age -0.019 [-0.037, -0.002] 0.009    
   Severity -0.098 [-0.351, 0.156] 0.127    
   Groupa 0.172 [-0.558, 0.214] 0.194    
   Baseline activity engagement 0.028 [0.009, 0.047] 0.010    
   Baseline pain willingness -0.017 [-0.041, 0.007] 0.012    
   Early change in activity engagementb -0.361 [-0.552, -0.169] 0.096    
   Later change in pain willingnessc 0.216 [0.005, 0.428] 0.106 0.319 0.319 <0.001 
Step 2      
   Early change in pain willingness 0.197 [0.003, 0.392] 0.097 0.358 0.039 0.046 
 
Notes to table 5: 
CIs=confidence intervals 
a. Coded 1=received DVD at baseline (group 1), 2=received DVD at six months (group 2) 
b. Autocorrelate 
c. Synchronous correlate 
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Supplementary analyses 
The latent change analyses showed that active coping had a positive slope indicating significant 
change over time, consistent with the tests of differences given in Table 1. A series of structural 
equation models were then tested. For hypothesis 1, we began with a model in which early changes in 
precontemplation and contemplation predicted later changes in active coping, action/maintenance and 
activity engagement, then successively removed variables in a series of simpler models that were 
considered further only if they did not contain variables with negative error variances, which indicate 
mis-specification (‘Heywood Cases’; Kline, 2011). The best fitting model was one with significant 
pathways from early changes in both precontemplation and contemplation to later change in active 
coping.  
For hypotheses 2 and 3, we tested one model for each hypothesis. The model testing hypothesis 
2 was slightly better fitting, but the two models were almost equally well-fitting and the hypothesized 
pathways were not significant in either model. More information about the latent change analyses and 
structural equation modeling are given in Appendix 2. 
 
Discussion 
Hypothesis 1 was supported, for early change in motivation to self-manage pain influenced later 
change in active coping, in both the regression analysis and the best fitting structural equation model. 
This is the first evidence to our knowledge about the specific sequence of motivational–behavioral 
changes predicted by the motivational model of pain self-management. It suggests that interventions 
should focus on increasing motivation to self-manage before trying to increase active pain coping.  
Hypothesis 2 was supported more strongly than hypothesis 3, for early change in activity 
engagement was significantly correlated with later change in pain willingness, whereas early change in 
pain willingness was not significantly correlated with later change in activity engagement. In the 
regression analysis early change in activity engagement influenced later change in pain willingness more 
strongly than early change in pain willingness influenced later change in activity engagement.  
This is again the first evidence to our knowledge about how changes in activity engagement and 
pain willingness influence one another, and the results supported the behavioral model of pain 
acceptance more strongly than the motivational model. They suggest that changes in pain acceptance 
are largely driven by changes in behavior, so efforts to improve pain acceptance should focus first on 
changing behavioral aspects of acceptance.  
However, in spite of the non-significant correlation between early change in pain willingness and 
later change in activity engagement, the multiple regression analyses showed a weak but still just 
significant effect of early change in pain willingness on later change in activity engagement. This 
suggests that not all changes in pain acceptance follow the sequence of behavioral change leading to 
motivation or attitude change, so we should continue to allow for cases where changes in pain 
willingness lead to changes in activity engagement.  
The findings supported a motivational model of pain self-management and a behavioral model 
of pain acceptance, which seems to suggest that self-management and acceptance involve very different 
change processes. However, in the regression analyses, increased motivation to self-manage (reduced 
precontemplation) influenced later increases in activity engagement, the behavioral component of pain 
acceptance, as well as active coping. This may indicate that precontemplation involves resistance to 
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taking responsibility for self-management in a broad sense, not just by coping with pain, so it may be 
worth reducing precontemplation before trying to increase pain acceptance as well as before trying to 
increase pain coping. 
Coping and acceptance are sometimes presented as contrasting approaches. Coping-based 
interventions are often based on cognitive-behavioral therapy, whereas acceptance-based interventions 
are usually based on acceptance and commitment therapy, and coping usually involves conscious, 
intentional processes, whereas acceptance often involves automatic, non-intentional processes 
(McCracken & Eccleston, 2003, 2006; McCracken et al., 2007). 
However, improving pain acceptance could help people develop more limited, realistic coping 
that does not lead to feelings of failure and defeat, and more realistic coping could help people develop 
greater pain acceptance. In one study both acceptance-based and cognitive-behavioral interventions 
improved both pain acceptance and beliefs about control over pain (Wetherell et al., 2011). In another, 
pain acceptance mediated the effects of CBT-based treatment for chronic pain (Åkerblom et al., 2015). 
In the present study, increases in active coping and activity engagement were positively correlated 
during the later period. 
Combining or linking coping-based and acceptance-based approaches to chronic pain is also 
worthwhile because pain acceptance is increasingly applied in chronic conditions where coping and self-
management are important, like hemophilia (Elander, 2014), and to specific aspects of self-management 
like self-medication (Elander et al., 2014). Self-management of chronic illness can include coping, but 
also self-monitoring, self-care and emotional self-regulation (Barlow et al., 2002). Pain acceptance may 
be a specific form of behavioral and emotional self-regulation, and a better understanding of how pain 
acceptance is related to other aspects of self-management could help to guide the adaptation of 
acceptance-based interventions for different chronic conditions. However, people with hemophilia must 
differentiate chronic pain associated with joint damage caused by past bleeds from acute pain caused by 
active bleeding, which should be treated promptly with clotting factor concentrates (Rodriguez-
Merchan, 2012). Acceptance-based interventions must avoid compromising that aspect of self-
management for people with hemophilia.  
 
Figure 3. A combined model of changes in pain self-management and acceptance 
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Because motivation to self-manage seems to be a precondition for improving both coping and 
acceptance, motivational interventions could be used as a prelude to coping-based and acceptance-
based interventions. In a combined model of changes in pain self-management and acceptance, 
improved motivation to self-manage pain leads to increases in active coping and/or activity 
engagement, which then leads to increases in pain willingness (Fig. 3).  
This model involves a motivational change process in the first phase and a behavioral change 
process in the second, so it is consistent with both the motivational model of pain self-management and 
the behavioral model of pain acceptance, and it treats both coping and acceptance as aspects of 
behavioral self-management of chronic pain. It predicts that changes in pain acceptance follow changes 
in other aspects of self-management, and that pain willingness takes longer and is more difficult to 
change than activity engagement.  
The findings also suggest that activity engagement is a behavioral construct whereas pain 
willingness is a motivation or attitude that is influenced by prior behavioral changes. Activity 
engagement and pain willingness changed independently of one another and had different relationships 
with other factors, and all the significant correlations involving changes in pain acceptance involved 
CPAQ subscales rather than the pain acceptance total score, which supports the validity of the CPAQ 
subscales as distinct aspects of pain acceptance. More research is needed on the meaning of pain 
willingness, however, for it appears not to be a traditional motivational factor, but rather a deeper 
attitude reflecting more advanced adjustment to chronic pain. 
Several methodological points should be borne in mind alongside the findings. The participants 
all had chronic joint pain secondary to hemophilia, so one might question the extent to which the 
findings would generalize to other chronic pain populations. However, hemophilia is increasingly 
recognized as a chronic pain condition (Humphries & Kessler, 2015, 2016), and research on pain self-
management, coping and acceptance shows that people with hemophilia respond to chronic pain in very 
similar ways to those with other chronic pain conditions (Elander, 2014). 
The present sample was a subset of a larger initial sample, and residualized change scores are 
sample-specific, so a person’s change score would be different in a different sample. However, the two 
samples were very similar, with no differences in key variables, so the present sample should be 
representative of the target population for interventions to improve self-management of chronic joint 
pain among people with hemophilia. 
The sample size was similar to previous cross-lagged analyses of change processes in chronic 
pain (Burns et al., 1998, 2003a, 2003b, 2005; Campbell et al., 2012; Evon & Burns, 2004; Glen & Burns, 
2003), and was large enough for the main regression analyses, but the structural equation modeling was 
underpowered. One guide suggested that, “with N < 100, almost any type of SEM may be untenable 
unless a very simple model is analyzed” (Kline, 2011, p. 16). We kept the models as simple as possible 
but still encountered problems with model specification. The SEM analyses offer an alternative 
approach to the regression analyses, and are based on static scores at each time point rather than 
residualized change scores. They produced findings that were consistent with the regression analyses, 
but they should be regarded primarily as illustrative, whereas the main cross-lagged regression analyses 
represent planned tests of specific causal processes, using an established method employed in previous 
comparable analyses. 
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More sophisticated treatments for missing values are available, such as multiple imputation 
(Royston, 2004), but for the sake of consistency we adopted the same method used in previous analyses 
from the same project (Elander et al., 2011; 2013). In fact, only 52 out of 1,404 scale scores involved 
missing values substitutions (1,404 = 6 scales x 3 time points x 78 participants). 
The participants all received materials by post, with no personal contact or interaction as part of 
the study, whereas other studies of change processes typically focused on more intensive treatment 
programs. As discussed above, however, these findings could inform the use of low-intensity 
interventions using materials like these as a preliminary to more intensive treatment interventions. 
The six-month periods were chosen to give time for participants’ motivation and behavior to 
change through reflection, self-monitoring and re-evaluation, and to ensure that changes were 
sustained long enough to make a difference in real life. However, this means that changes over shorter 
periods were not captured in the data, and we do not have information about outcomes beyond the 12-
month follow-up. 
The main analyses combined groups who received the DVD at different times, and in the 
subgroup analyses, reduced precontemplation influenced active coping more among one group and 
activity engagement more among the other. This is quite challenging to interpret, but the subgroup 
analyses should be treated with caution because of the smaller samples, and in the main analyses there 
were no group effects.  
The regression analyses controlled for age, hemophilia severity, group, and baseline levels of 
motivation, coping and acceptance, but other factors could potentially influence change processes, like 
previous treatments for joint damage, or how participants used the materials they were sent. Future 
research might examine changes in coping and acceptance as a function of other factors like those, 
perhaps in the context of a more intensive self-management intervention.  
To conclude, the findings supported the motivational model of pain self-management by 
demonstrating a motivational–behavioral change sequence, as increased motivation to self-manage 
influenced later increases in active coping. They also supported the behavioral model of pain 
acceptance, as increased activity engagement influenced later increases in pain willingness. These 
findings provide insights into change processes that can help us develop more integrated models of 
change, which can guide combinations of interventions based on theories of motivation, coping and 
acceptance in chronic pain. 
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Appendix 1: Sample Characteristics 
Baseline descriptive statistics for the initial and present samples are given in Table A1. The two 
samples were very similar demographically and clinically. The present sample had lower baseline 
contemplation [mean 3.05 (SD 0.65)] than the remainder of the initial sample [mean 3.25 (SD 0.62), T(193) 
= 2.11, p = 0.036] but did not differ in age, hemophilia type or severity, or any other baseline measures. 
 
Table A1. Baseline descriptive statistics for initial and present samples 
 Initial sample Present sample 
N 209 78 
Mean age (SD, range) 49.5 (12.8, 20-84) 51.4 (12.5, 26-81) 
Type of disorder   
   Hemophilia A 165 (78.9%) 62 (79.5%) 
   Hemophilia B 39 (18.7%) 14 (17.9%) 
   Not known 5 (2.4%) 2 (2.6%) 
Hemophilia severity   
   Mild 46 (22.0%) 17 (21.8%) 
   Moderate 24 (11.5%) 10 (12.8%) 
   Severe 132 (63.2%) 49 (62.8%) 
   Not known 7 (3.3%) 2 (2.6%) 
Marital status   
   Single 41 (19.6%) 12 (15.4%) 
   Married/cohabiting 141 (67.5%) 55 (70.5%) 
   Divorced/separated 22 (10.5%) 8 (10.3%) 
   Other 5 (2.4%) 3 (3.8%) 
Educational level   
   High school only1 74 (35.4%) 28 (35.9%) 
   Post-16 education2 72 (34.4%) 34 (43.6%) 
   Higher education3 57 (27.3%) 13 (16.7%) 
   Other/not known 6 (2.9%) 3 (3.9%) 
Mean (SD) baseline scores 
Precontemplation 2.86 (0.74) 2.85 (0.74) 
Contemplation 3.17 (0.64) 3.05 (0.65) 
Action/maintenance 3.08 (0.62) 3.14 (0.60) 
Active coping 2.44 (1.12) 2.26 (1.14) 
Activity engagement 39.77 (11.00) 40.23 (10.75) 
Pain willingness 25.16 (9.34) 25.37 (9.08) 
Acceptance total 64.93 (17.10) 65.61 (16.51) 
 
Notes to table S1: 
1. Left school at 16 years 
2. High school to 18 years or Further Education 
3. University undergraduate or postgraduate study   
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Appendix 2: Structural Equation Modelling 
 
Latent change analyses (LCA) were used to examine patterns of change in key measures. These 
analyses examine the intercept (where a participant starts) and the slope (the rate and type of change) 
across time points (Preacher et al., 2008). For each measure we tested a series of models with different 
combinations of parameters restricted. This meant initially restricting the mean and variance of the 
intercept and slope (assuming all participants have the same mean and variance on the intercept and 
slope), then successively unrestricting the intercept mean, intercept variance, slope mean, slope 
variance and finally the covariance between the intercept and slope 
Table A2 gives fit indices and other statistics for the optimal model for each measure. Active 
coping had a positive slope, showing significant change over time. The slope co-varied with the 
intercept, with higher intercepts associated with shallower slopes. The strongest models for the other 
measures were those with the slope restricted, indicating little change over time.  Pain willingness and 
activity engagement showed high variance around the intercept mean, indicating that participants 
started at different point on the scales.   
Structural equation modelling was then used to test models of hypothesized change processes 
in which changes were represented by latent variables each based on measured variables at two time 
points. For hypothesis 1, we tested models in which early changes in precontemplation and 
contemplation were used to predict later changes in active coping, action-maintenance and activity 
engagement. The first of these included all those variables, which were then successively removed in a 
series of simpler models that were considered further only if they did not contain variables with 
negative error variances, indicating model mis-specification (‘Heywood Cases’; Kline, 2011).  
For hypotheses 2 and 3, one model was used to test each hypothesis. In one, the pathway from 
early change in activity engagement to later change in pain willingness was tested in a model with later 
change in activity engagement and early change in pain willingness included as covariates. In the other, 
the pathway from early change in pain willingness to later change in activity engagement was tested in a 
model with later change in pain willingness and early change in activity engagement included as 
covariates.  
Table A3 gives fit indices for models with no negative error variances, along with the values 
these should be at least ‘close to’ for a good fit between model and data (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Model 1 
was the full model tested for hypothesis 1, and Model 2 was a simpler model in which early changes in 
precontemplation and contemplation were used to predict later changes in just active coping. For both 
models 1 and 2, Χ2 was significant, indicating differences between the data and the model. However, the 
Χ2 statistic is known to be over-sensitive to sample size (Gerbing & Anderson, 1985) so that even modest 
sample sizes can lead to misleadingly significant values, wrongly indicating that a model should be 
rejected (Iacobucci, 2010).  
More importantly, Χ2 was over eight times larger for Model 1 than Model 2, indicating Model 2 
was a much better fit to the data. For Model 2, the other three fit indices were all the correct side of the 
recommended values, whereas for Model 1 the fit indices were within the recommended limits for one 
indicator (SRMR) but outside the recommended limits for the other two (RMSEA and CFI). Model 2 
therefore appeared a much better fit, and is illustrated in Fig. A1, which shows significant pathways 
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from early changes in both precontemplation (-0.472) and contemplation (0.48) to later change in active 
coping 
Table A3 also gives fit indices for models 3 and 4, which were tests of hypotheses 2 and 3. For 
both models, Χ2 was non-significant, indicating good fits to the data, and both models were also the 
correct side of the recommended value for RMSEA and CFI. The fit indices for the two models were the 
same for SRMR and CFI, but were marginally better for model 3 for Χ2 and RMSEA. Model 3 therefore 
appeared a better fit, and is illustrated in Fig. A2. However, the key hypothesized pathways were non-
significant in both models. 
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Table A2. Latent growth analysis; model fit indices, intercept mean and variance, slope mean and variance, for all variables 
 
  
Pain 
Willingness 
Active 
Engagement 
Pre 
Contemplation Contemplation 
Active 
Maintenance  
Active Coping 
Recommended Cut-
off  Values 
Optimum 
Model 
Slope 
Restricted 
Slope 
Restricted Slope Restricted Slope Restricted Slope Restricted 
Slope 
unrestricted 
(Hu & Bentler, 1999) 
Χ2 (df) 6.803 (6) 4.675 (6) 2.636 (6) 6.566 (6) 8.400 (6) 10.257 (3) n/a 
df 6 6 6 6 6 3 n/a 
p 0.339 0.586 0.853 0.363 0.210 0.016 >0.05 
RMSEA 0.041 0 0 0.035 0.072 0.176 <= 0.06 
SRMR 0.053 0.054 0.038 0.056 0.05 0.067 <= 0.08 
CFI 0.994 1 1 0.993 0.975 0.94 >=0.95 
Residuals 24.067 29.47 0.148 0.156 0.131 0.391 n/a 
Intercept 
Mean 
26.165* 40.656* 2.806* 3.026* 3.117* 2.235* n/a 
Intercept 
Variance 
58.210* 79.579* 0.365* 0.232* 0.219* 0.887* n/a 
Slope Mean n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.212* n/a 
Slope 
Variance 
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a -0.009 n/a 
Covariance n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a -0.012 n/a 
 
Notes:  
Χ2=Chi Squared; df=degrees of freedom; p=probability; n/a=not applicable 
* p < .05 
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Table A3. Fit indices and recommended cut offs for structural equation models of change 
processes 
 Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 3 Recommended  
values 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 (Hu & Bentler, 
1999) 
Χ2 (df) 64.984 7.878 2.500 2.542 n/a 
df 5 6 2 2 n/a 
P <.001 <.001 0.287 0.281 >0.05 
RMSEA 0.143 0.063 0.057 0.059 <= 0.06 
SRMR 0.056 0.030 0.010 0.010 <= 0.08 
CFI 0.899 0.989 0.998 0.998 >=0.95 
 
Notes: Χ2=Chi Squared; df=degrees of freedom; p=probability; RMSEA=root mean squared error 
of approximation; SRMR=standardized root mean squared residual; CFI=Comparative Fit Index; 
n/a=not applicable. 
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Fig. A1. Path diagram of the best-fitting structural equation model for hypothesis 1 
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Note: TP = time point. 
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Fig.A2. Path diagram of the best fitting structural equation model for hypotheses 2 and 3 
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Note: TP = time point. 
 
 
